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Google Maps       ZGroup Mobile

The application is now able to access ('Show current location') the internal 
GPS of the phone and the current location is indicated by a blue dot on the 
screen. With the GPS active, you can jump to your current location at any 
point using the '0' key. Being able to jump to an aerial view, in exquisite 
detail, of your current location, more or less anywhere in the world, without 
lifting a finger or giving the software any manual help, is MAGICAL. 

Screenshots:
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Google Search       ZGroup Mobile

The application adds a shortcut to the Google Search client from the Idle 
screen. The second screenshot shows the Google search box as it appears 
from the Idle screen shortcut (it looks the same if you launch via the 
application menu). Google Search Client Google Search Client

Screenshots:
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Gravity       ZGroup Mobile

Gravity is the first fully-featured and native Twitter client for the S60 
platform. It supports multiple accounts, Twitter Search, Laconica, Ping.fm, 
posting of pictures via MobyPicture & TwitPic and wraps everything into a 
gorgeous looking interface.

Screenshots:
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Guard       ZGroup Mobile

Private Call&Sms Guard is a powerful and popular mobile application in the 
world–integrating the main features of several the most popular Call&SMS 
application. It helps mobile end users to hide and manage incoming short 
messages (SMS) and phone call logs, It can protect the private informations 
very well, It can take control your Phonecall(BlackList Filter, Personalized 
call rejections for each of the members, Records Phonecall), It also help 
users to manage file securiry and keyboard autolock.

Screenshots:
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Hair Style       ZGroup Mobile

The Ultimate Hair Stylist application for you. More than 100 hairstyles, 
unlimited number of hair colors, add any photo available on your pocket PC. 
Go ahead and surprise yourself.

Screenshots:
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Hand Writing       ZGroup Mobile

  Calculator 

Symbian: Handwriting Calculator updated. The Nokia handwriting calculator 
for Nokia 5800, N810 and the N800 just got an update! You can find a video 
of the Nokia’s handwriting recognition technology after the jump.

Screenshots:
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Handy Alarm       ZGroup Mobile

Set up alarms on your smartphone and you will never miss any important 
thing or fixed time. Handy Alarm software for Symbian S60 supports alarms 
for any case. Set up an alarm once, for next 24 hours, daily, weekly, or 
workdays. Use as many alarms as you need at once. Define what days of 
the week are working ones for workdays alarm. Choose your favorite tone 
and sound volume for alarms. Make a text note to any alarm. Use alarm 
even when your smartphone is in silent mode.

Screenshots:
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Handy Black List       ZGroup Mobile

Handy Blacklist protects your time and peace of mind by keeping undesired 
calls and messages off your phone. If there is someone you just don't want 
to hear from, let Handy Blacklist keep that person off your phone!

Screenshots:
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Handy Calculator       ZGroup Mobile

Handy Calculator gives you access to all basic calculator functionality 
(addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, square root, percentage, etc) 
in prompt and easy way. Just one touch of joystick allows you to fulfill any 
math operation with your Handy Calculator. The speed is constrained by 
how fast you can press the buttons.

Screenshots:
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Handy Clock       ZGroup Mobile

Handy Clock software for Symbian S60 is powerful world clock and time 
management application. 7 main views let you make different things with 
your time. Check time in five world cities at once with World clock view. It is 
very useful feature if you have colleagues, relatives or friends in different 
cities. Are they starting to work or going to bed Don't think - take a look on 
World clock.

Screenshots:
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Handy Converter       ZGroup Mobile

Handy Converter is your all-in-one currency and unit conversion solution for 
Symbian S60. Handy Converter lets you save your time and money, 
especially abroad, by professionally performing various currency calculations 
and units of measure conversion right on your mobile screen! Whether you 
are on business trip or vacation, leave the calculations to Handy Converter!

Screenshots:
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Handy Key Lock       ZGroup Mobile

Lock your smartphone keys when you don't use it. Set the timeout once and 
your smartphone will be automatically locked and protected against 
accidental pressings. For slider phones (like Nokia N80) the keys will be 
locked automatically at slider closing (without confirmation message).

Screenshots:
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Handy Phone Guard       ZGroup Mobile

Handy Phoneguard is an efficient smartphone protection utility with hi-end 
functionality. Safeguard your phone, any data and access to applications 
just keeping one password in mind. Use invisible SMS commands to lock a 
device and wipe private information in case your phone was lost or stolen. 
Handy Phoneguard is definitely a guard you can rely on.

Screenshots:
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Handy Photo Safe       ZGroup Mobile

HandyPhotoSafe is Symbian S60 1.0 phones software that enable you to 
keep your photos encrypted and password protected on your Symbian S60 
1.0 phones. This is a result of further developments of the popular Handy 
Safe  application for Symbian S60 1.0 phones. 

Screenshots:
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Handy Profiles       ZGroup Mobile

Handy Profiles automatically switches profiles according to the rules you set. 
Your phone rang during a meeting? Forgot to turn on the sound and missed 
an important call? Profile management takes too much time? Handy Profile 
will solve these problems for you. This new utility for Nokia S60 
smartphones will change your understanding of phone profiles.

Screenshots:
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Handy Safe       ZGroup Mobile

Handy Safe software for S60 smartphones is a perfect assistant for secure 
and convenient data managing. Keep your mind free from countless 
numbers and letters. Have all of your important information in one place, 
safe, easy to access, and always with you with Handy Safe software. Handy 
Safe Desktop agent included enables you to synchronize your information 
between Symbian S60 smartphone and PC.

Screenshots:
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Handy Shell       ZGroup Mobile

Handy Shell provides you with 4 additional Standby screens: Today, 
Applications, Contacts and Images. 3D “Cube” design, screen animation and 
wallpaper support will completely change your smartphone’s display look 
and advance its general usability. Handy Shell is fully integrated with S60 
smartphones’ interface and main applications (Clock, Contacts, Calendar, 
Messages, Profiles, Themes).

Screenshots:
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Handy Shopper       ZGroup Mobile

Handy Shopper Nokia 7650 software is a shopping tool that is perfect for 
keeping lists of groceries to buy. The program has simple, intuitive 
interface, which makes Handy Shopper easy and comfortable to use. With 
Handy Shopper software for Nokia 7650 you will buy exactly what you want 
to buy and won't forget anything. Usage: Go to the "All" tab and mark items 
that you need to buy.

Screenshots:
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Handy Task Man       ZGroup Mobile

Be in full control of your smartphone. Have full information about running 
programs and about free memory left on the phone (RAM, Phone memory 
and Memory card). Access to applications is extra easy and quick: Find and 
start a desired application by typing the first letters of its name. Or run a 
program from full screen list of applications that were recently used.

Screenshots:
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Handy Weather       ZGroup Mobile

is ready to make your life easier by providing the most accurate weather 
forecast service available for your Symbian S60. All you need is wireless 
Internet access to get connected to weather forecast for 40,000+ preset 
cities worldwide. With extended feature set of Handy Weather nothing can 
be really unexpected for you! 

Screenshots:
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Handy Wifi       ZGroup Mobile

Handywi is a freeware software for your WiFi enabled handset, allowing you 
to connect to any WLAN 802.11a/b/c/g hotspot including public WiFi 
networks FON (world largest WiFi network), BTOpenzone, The Cloud, Japan 
Telecom, KPN and many others!

Screenshots:
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Handy Zip       ZGroup Mobile

Open, extract and create zip archives on your phone with Handy Zip 
application for Nokia S60 smartphones. Handy Zip program for Symbian 
S60 3rd edition Smartphone is necessary for all people who receive 
messages via e-mail on the smartphone. With Handy Zip Symbian S60 3rd 
edition Smartphone software installed on your phone, you can easily open a 
zipped attachment directly from Messaging application and view/modify the 
files inside it.

Screenshots:
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Home Page For       ZGroup Mobile

       Uc Web 

When browsing the web from your smartphone with the built in S60 internet 
browser or the Opera Mobile browser for Symbian, one thing is certain that 
the GPRS or 3G telecoms operator’s data charge per kilobyte can increase 
the monthly mobile phone usage bill significantly.

Screenshots:
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Lang Switcher       ZGroup Mobile

The program is designed to loop switch input language by hotkey. By 
default, configured to process a long pressing the red button. All system 
functions assigned to it a short press, do not change and the application 
also will be phased out / closed.

Screenshots:
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Lcg Juke Box       ZGroup Mobile

LCG Jukebox was designed to fulfill all needs of music fan using a mobile 
device. That means mainly excellent music quality with clear information of 
current playback, convenient playlist management and easy selection of 
desired music album.

Screenshots:
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Light Control       ZGroup Mobile

The program is mainly used to control the screen and keyboard lighting, 
which can effectively save energy. Support the main screen, Vice-screen, 
keyboard and vice principal keyboard. The program runs only when the 
state can play a role in the control, or by choosing to return to running in 
the background state can be achieved.

Screenshots:
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Light Sabre       ZGroup Mobile

Now you can take the Force around with you wherever you go thanks to this 
rather fun app for the Nokia 95. The device's much-hyped 'accelerometer' 
allows the phone to track movements, meaning that every time you swing 
the device LightSaber plays the sound of the famous war stick.

Screenshots:
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Lock Screen       ZGroup Mobile

Now you can utilize an advanced Keylock for your Symbian 5th edition 
mobilefones with the help of an freeware app known as ‘Lock-Screen’. Not 
like the traditional keylock screens which do not showed some useful 
information like missed calls, number of unread  emails and messages, 
battery status, etc, Lock Screen assist you keep up with all those vital stats. 
You will now be having access to these informations on the screen without 
doing actually unlock the phone.

Screenshots:
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Loud Speaker       ZGroup Mobile

for Series 60.3 and Series 60.5 is a hands free software for your Nokia. It 
answers your call and turns on your phone’s loudspeaker automatically, so 
no hardware headset is needed. LoudSpeaker v. 1.0 released 16.06.2009! 
Accept calls automatically and talk hands free without special hardware 
headset? Now it is possible with LoudSpeaker v.1.0. Use it in your car, on 
your way, or when occupied. Very handy solution for your handsfree!

Screenshots:


